52	ON   PSYCHICAL   ENERGY
It is hard to ascribe any meaning to the contents of the designs,
the activity bound up with them, however, is incom-
parably significant.1 The influence exerted upon the mind by
the magically effective object brings with it other possibilities.
Through a sustained playful interest in the object, a man
may make all sorts of discoveries about it which otherwise
would have escaped him. Many discoveries have actually
been made in just this way. It is not in vain that magic
is called the mother of science. Until late in the Middle
Ages what we call to-day natural science was nothing else
than magic, A striking example of this is alchemy, the
symbolism of which shows quite unmistakably the principle
of the transformation of energy I have described above.
Indeed the later alchemists were actually conscious of this
wisdom.2 But only through the evolution of magic into
science, that is,' through the progress from a condition of mere
expectation to actual work on the object have we come to
that mastery of the forces of nature which the age of magic
dreamed of. Even the dream of the alchemist about the
transformation of the elements has been fulfilled. The
magical distant effect has been realized through the discovery
of electricity. Therefore we have every reason to value the
making of symbols, and to tender our homage to the symbol
as the invaluable means by which we are able to use for
effective work the merely instinctive flow of the energic
process. A waterfall is certainly more beautiful than a
power station, but dim necessitas teaches us to value electric
lighting and electrical industry more highly than the lovely
uselessness of the waterfall that refreshes us only for a
quarter of an hour on a holiday walk,
Just as in physical Nature only a very small portion of
the natural energy can be transformed into practically
useful energy, and by far the greater part must be left to
1 Th, Koch, S&damerikanischt F&lsmchnun^n, 1907,
* Compare H, Silberer, Probbmt d&r Mystik, and also Chr,
creutz, Chymischt Hocfarit*

